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"One of the most complete collections of essays on U.S.-Mexico border studies"--Provided by publisher.
A powerful analysis of events that helped galvanise resistance across civil society The 2017 publication of Betrayal of the Promise,
the report that detailed the systematic nature of state capture, marked a key moment in South Africa’s most recent struggle for
democracy. In the face of growing evidence of corruption and of the weakening of state and democratic institutions, it provided, for
the first time, a powerful analysis of events that helped galvanise resistance within the Tripartite Alliance and across civil society.
Working often secretly, the authors consolidated, for the first time, large amounts of evidence from a variety of sources. They
showed that the Jacob Zuma administration was not simply a criminal network but part of an audacious political project to break
the hold of whites and white business on the economy and to create a new class of black industrialists. State-Owned Enterprises
(SOEs) such as Eskom and Transnet were central to these plans. The report introduced a whole new language to discuss state
capture, showing how SOEs were ‘repurposed’, how political power was shifting away from constitutional bodies to ‘kitchen
cabinets’, and how a ‘shadow state’ at odds with the country’s constitutional framework was being built. Shadow State is an
updated version of the original, explosive report that changed South Africa’s recent history.
This issue of the almanac aims at filling the gap in the mega-evolutionary research. The Editors believe that the present Almanac,
which brings together scientists working in different areas of the vast evolutionary field, will hopefully make a contribution to this
process.The contributions to this volume are subdivided into three sections:‘Universal Evolution’, ‘Biological and Social Forms of
Evolution: Connections and Comparisons’, and ‘Aspects of Social Evolution’. Subjects and issues of the contributions to all three
sections have a great deal in common and significantly supplement each other.
Linked Data Management presents techniques for querying and managing Linked Data that is available on today’s Web. The
book shows how the abundance of Linked Data can serve as fertile ground for research and commercial applications. The text
focuses on aspects of managing large-scale collections of Linked Data. It offers a detailed introduction to Linked Data and related
standards, including the main principles distinguishing Linked Data from standard database technology. Chapters also describe
how to generate links between datasets and explain the overall architecture of data integration systems based on Linked Data. A
large part of the text is devoted to query processing in different setups. After presenting methods to publish relational data as
Linked Data and efficient centralized processing, the book explores lookup-based, distributed, and parallel solutions. It then
addresses advanced topics, such as reasoning, and discusses work related to read-write Linked Data for system interoperation.
Despite the publication of many papers since Tim Berners-Lee developed the Linked Data principles in 2006, the field lacks a
comprehensive, unified overview of the state of the art. Suitable for both researchers and practitioners, this book provides a
thorough, consolidated account of the new data publishing and data integration paradigm. While the book covers query processing
extensively, the Linked Data abstraction furnishes more than a mechanism for collecting, integrating, and querying data from the
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open Web—the Linked Data technology stack also allows for controlled, sophisticated applications deployed in an enterprise
environment.
Grounded in a strong evidence base, this indispensable practitioner guide and text has given thousands of teachers tools to
support the literacy growth of beginning and struggling readers in grades K–2. The interactive strategies approach (ISA) is
organized around core instructional goals related to enhancing word learning and comprehension of text. The book provides
guidance for assessment and instruction in whole-class, small-group, and one-to-one settings, using the curricular materials
teachers already have. Purchasers get access to a companion website where they can download and print 26 reproducible forms
in a convenient 8 1/2" x 11" size. Of special value, the website also features nearly 200 pages of additional printable forms,
handouts, and picture sorts that supplement the book's content. New to This Edition *Incorporates the latest research on literacy
development and on the ISA. *Describes connections to the Common Core State Standards (CCSS). *Explains how to use the ISA
with English learners. *Chapter on fluency. *Expanded coverage of morphological knowledge. *Companion website with
downloadable reproducible tools and extensive supplemental materials. See also Comprehensive Reading Intervention in Grades
3–8, by Lynn M. Gelzheiser, Donna M. Scanlon, Laura Hallgren-Flynn, and Peggy Connors, which presents the Interactive
Strategies Approach--Extended (ISA-X) for intermediate and middle grade struggling readers.
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the 14th International Conference on Advances in
Computer Games, ACG 2015, held in Leiden, The Netherlands, in July 2015. The 22 revised full papers presented were carefully
reviewed and selected from 34 submissions. The papers cover a wide range of topics such as Monte-Carlo Tree Search and its
enhancements; theoretical aspects and complexity; analysis of game characteristics; search algorithms; and machine learning.
True story of five little girls with cerebral palsy or other physical disabilities who were determined to become ballerinas.
The award-winning author and illustrator of Black Elk’s Vision and Sitting Bull continues his picture-book biography series with
Red Cloud, the story of one of the most controversial leaders in Native American history. A leader among the Lakota during the
1860s, Chief Red Cloud deeply opposed white expansion into Native American territory. He rejected treaties from the U.S.
government and instead united the warriors of the Lakota and nearby tribes, becoming the only Native American to win a war
against the U.S. Army. Despite his military successes, Red Cloud recognized that continued conflict would only bring destruction
to his people. He made the controversial decision to make an agreement with the U.S. government, and moved his people to a
reservation. The effects of his decision—as well as the conflicts that arose from those who rejected the agreement and continued
fighting against white expansion, such as Crazy Horse and Sitting Bull—shaped much of the history of Native American relations
with the U.S. in years to come. Featuring archival images and S. D. Nelson’s stunning illustrations, Red Cloud offers an authentic
Native American perspective on one of the most pivotal eras of American history. S. D. Nelson has received praise and honor for
his works. His book Sitting Bull received an American Indian Youth Literature Honor Award. Black Elk’s Vision made the
prestigious Texas Bluebonnet Master List and The Star People earned a Western Spur award.
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A young boy encounters all sorts of cats while searching for the one he lost.
Advances in hardware, software, and audiovisual rendering technologies of recent years have unleashed a wealth of new
capabilities and possibilities for multimedia applications, creating a need for a comprehensive, up-to-date reference. The
Encyclopedia of Multimedia Technology and Networking provides hundreds of contributions from over 200 distinguished
international experts, covering the most important issues, concepts, trends, and technologies in multimedia technology. This musthave reference contains over 1,300 terms, definitions, and concepts, providing the deepest level of understanding of the field of
multimedia technology and networking for academicians, researchers, and professionals worldwide.
Packing an off-kilter sense of humor and keen scientific minds, authors Margaret Mittelbach and Michael Crewdson take off with
renowned artist Alexis Rockman on a postmodern safari. Their mission? Tracking down the elusive Tasmanian tiger. This
mysterious, striped predator was once the world’s largest carnivorous marsupial. It had a pouch like a kangaroo and a jaw that
opened impossibly wide to reveal terrifying choppers. Tragically, this rare and powerful animal was hunted into extinction in the
early part of the twentieth century. Or was it? Journeying first to the Australian mainland and then south to the wild island of
Tasmania, these young naturalists brave a series of bizarre misadventures and uproarious wildlife encounters in their obsessive
search for the long-lost beast. From an ancient cave featuring an aboriginal painting of the tiger to a lab in Sydney where maverick
scientists are trying to resurrect the animal through cloning, this intrepid trio comes face-to-face with blood-sucking land leeches
and venomous bull ants, a misbehaving wallaby who invades their motel room, and a crew of flesh-eating, bone-crunching
Tasmanian devils gorging on roadkill. They bond with trappers, bushwackers, and wildlife experts who refuse to abandon the tiger
hunt, despite the paucity of evidence. Sifting through local myths, bar-room banter, and historical accounts, these environmental
detectives sweep readers into a world where platypus’ swim, kangaroos roam, and a large predator with a pouch was–or perhaps
still is–queen of the jungle. Filled with Alexis Rockman’s stunning drawings of flora and fauna–-made from soil, wombat scat, and
the artist’s own blood–Carnivorous Nights is a hip and hilarious account of an unhinged safari, as well as a fascinating portrayal of
a wildly unique part of the world.
This book constitutes the refereed conference proceedings of the 15th International Conference, ACG 2017, held in Leiden, The
Netherlands, in July 2017.The 19 revised full papers were selected from 23 submissions and cover a wide range of computer
games. They are grouped in four classes according to the order of publication: games and puzzles, go and chess, machine
learning and MCTS, and gaming.
The essays in this book, stemming from a national conference of the same name, focus on the single subject required of nearly all
college students--composition. Despite its pervasiveness and its significance, composition has an unstable status within the
curriculum. Writing programs and writing faculty are besieged by academic, political, and financial concerns that have not been
well understood or addressed. At many institutions, composition functions paradoxically as both the gateway to academic success
and as the gatekeeper, reducing access to academic work and opportunity for those with limited facility in English. Although writing
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programs are expected to provide services that range from instruction in correct grammar to assisting--or resisting--political
correctness, expanding programs and shrinking faculty get caught in the crossfire. The bottom line becomes the firing line as
forces outside the classroom determine funding and seek to define what composition should do. In search of that definition, the
contributors ask and answer a series of specific and salient questions: What implications--intellectual, political, and
institutional--will forces outside the classroom have on the quality and delivery of composition in the twenty-first century? How will
faculty and administrators identify and address these issues? What policies and practices ought we propose for the century to
come? This book features sixteen position papers by distinguished scholars and researchers in composition and rhetoric; most of
the papers are followed by invited responses by other notable compositionists. In all, twenty-five contributors approach
composition from a wide variety of contemporary perspectives: rhetorical, historical, social, cultural, political, intellectual, economic,
structural, administrative, and developmental. They propose solutions applicable to pedagogy, research, graduate training of
composition teachers, academic administration, and public and social policy. In a very real sense, then, this is the only book to
offer a map to the future of composition.
A collection of humorous poems by the actor and entertainer pays tribute to the poets and urban storytellers that have influenced
his life and work.
This book constitutes revised selected papers from the workshops held at 25th International Conference on Parallel and
Distributed Computing, Euro-Par 2019, which took place in Göttingen, Germany, in August 2019. The 53 full papers and 10 poster
papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 77 submissions. Euro-Par is an annual, international
conference in Europe, covering all aspects of parallel and distributed processing. These range from theory to practice, from small
to the largest parallel and distributed systems and infrastructures, from fundamental computational problems to full-edged
applications, from architecture, compiler, language and interface design and implementation to tools, support infrastructures, and
application performance aspects. Chapter "In Situ Visualization of Performance-Related Data in Parallel CFD Applications" is
available open access under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License via link.springer.com.
This publication includes the Proceedings of the PLE Conference 2013. The Conference on Personal Learning Environments is
now an established annual international, scientific event and a reference point for the current state of the art in research and
development in Personal Learning Environments (PLE). The PLE Conference creates a space for researchers and practitioners to
share concepts, case studies and research related to the design, development and implementation of Personal Learning
Environments in diverse educational contexts including formal and informal education. The 4th PLE Conference in 2013 took place
at Beuth University of Applied Sciences in Berlin, Germany together with a parallel event at Monash University in Melbourne,
Australia. The PLE Conference 2013 received 75 submissions and welcomed almost 100 delegates from Europe, Asia,
Australasia, North and South America and Africa.The papers included in the Proceedings provide rich and valuable theoretical and
empirical insights into Personal Learning Environments. Personal Learning Environments (PLE) is an approach in TechnologyPage 4/9
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Enhanced Learning (TEL) based on the principles of learner autonomy, ownership and empowerment. PLEs are integrated,
individual environments for learning which include specific technologies, methods, tools, contents, communities and services
constituting complex learning infrastructures, enhancing new educational practices and at the same time emerging from these new
practices. This represents a shift away from the traditional model of technology-enhanced learning based on knowledge transfer
towards a model based on knowledge construction and sharing.
Adobe OdesUniversity of Arizona Press
The poems in this volume were written in response to three anniversaries relating to three separate events - the September 11
attacks, VE Day, and the Cambodian genocide. Two of the poems were commissioned by Channel 5, while the other was
broadcast on Radio 3.
Note: This is the bound book only and does not include access to the Enhanced Pearson eText. To order the Enhanced Pearson
eText packaged with a bound book, use ISBN 0134290062 . How to integrate creativity, play, and the arts into the early childhood
curriculum while stimulating learning, meeting current accountability standards, incorporating technology, and differentiating
instruction to adapt for the diverse learners in today's classrooms With an emphasis on thinking creatively and being resourceful
as keys to surviving and thriving in today's society, this evidence-based book provides practical ways for teachers to promote
creativity, play, art, music/movement/dance, and drama for all children. It contains many authentic activities and examples to
support children's learning in the arts and content areas. The book examines the teacher's role from a philosophical, pedagogical,
and curricular stance by addressing key components, including the classroom environment, materials and resources, child
guidance, assessment, technology applications, and culturally responsive teaching. Practical, readable, and illustrative features
and discussions include Snapshots of Classrooms, Teachers' Reflections, Frequently Asked Questions, Meeting Standards
guidelines, Differentiating Instruction and Making Adaptations for Diverse Learners, and Integrating the Curriculum. Also included
in 7th edition are samples of children's work, how to how to use cooking as a creative activity, and using nature as a critical
learning tool. The Enhanced Pearson eText version features new videos, Check Your Understanding quizzes, and Chapter
quizzes. Improve mastery and retention with the Enhanced Pearson eText* The Enhanced Pearson eText provides a rich,
interactive learning environment designed to improve student mastery of content. The Enhanced Pearson eText is: Engaging. The
new interactive, multimedia learning features were developed by the authors and other subject-matter experts to deepen and
enrich the learning experience. Convenient. Enjoy instant online access from your computer or download the Pearson eText App
to read on or offline on your iPad and Android tablet.* Affordable. Experience the advantages of the Enhanced Pearson eText
along with all the benefits of print for 40% to 50% less than a print bound book. * The Enhanced eText features are only available
in the Pearson eText format. They are not available in third-party eTexts or downloads. *The Pearson eText App is available on
Google Play and in the App Store. It requires Android OS 3.1-4, a 7" or 10" tablet, or iPad iOS 5.0 or later.
Two sisters recall their lives together, discussing their success as African American professional women during the Harlem golden
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age
Teacher educators will find this volume to be a valuable tool for preservice teacher preparation as well as graduate level courses
"You can be lonely anywhere, but there is a particular flavor to the loneliness that comes from living in a city, surrounded by
thousands of strangers. The Lonely City is a roving cultural history of urban loneliness, centered on the ultimate city: Manhattan,
that teeming island of gneiss, concrete, and glass. What does it mean to be lonely? How do we live, if we're not intimately involved
with another human being? How do we connect with other people, particularly if our sexuality or physical body is considered
deviant or damaged? Does technology draw us closer together or trap us behind screens? Olivia Laing explores these questions
by travelling deep into the work and lives of some of the century's most original artists, among them Andy Warhol, David
Wojnarowicz, Edward Hopper, Henry Darger and Klaus Nomi. Part memoir, part biography, part dazzling work of cultural criticism,
The Lonely City is not just a map, but a celebration of the state of loneliness. It's a voyage out to a strange and sometimes lovely
island, adrift from the larger continent of human experience, but visited by many - millions, say - of souls"-The edited volume contains original papers contributed to 1st International Conference on Smart System, Innovations and
Computing (SSIC 2017) by researchers from different countries. The contributions focuses on two main areas, i.e. Smart Systems
Innovations which includes applications for smart cities, smart grid, social computing and privacy challenges with their theory,
specification, design, performance, and system building. And second Computing of Complex Solutions which includes algorithms,
security solutions, communication and networking approaches. The volume provides a snapshot of current progress in related
areas and a glimpse of future possibilities. This volume is useful for researchers, Ph.D. students, and professionals working in the
core areas of smart systems, innovations and computing.
Greatness is often overlooked in its own time. For Ezzard Charles—one of boxing’s most skilled practitioners, with a record of
93–25–1 (52 KO)—recognition took decades. Named by The Ring magazine as the greatest light heavyweight of all time, Charles
was frustrated in his attempts to get a shot at the 175–pound title, and as World Heavyweight Champion (1949–1951) struggled to
win the respect of boxing fans captivated by Joe Louis’ power and charisma. This first-ever biography of “The Cincinnati Cobra”
covers his early life in a small country town and his career in the glamorously dirty business of prizefighting in the 1950s, one of
the sport’s Golden Ages. Charles’ fights with Louis, Jersey Joe Walcott, Rocky Marciano and his three wins over the legendary
Archie Moore are detailed.

This Pura Belpré Award–winning picture book is a bilingual ride through the joyous history of Children’s Day/El día de los
niños. Children’s Day/Book Day; El día de los niños/El día de los libros has been observed on April 30th for over twelve
years. Founder Pat Mora’s jubilant celebration of this day features imaginative text and lively illustrations by awardwinning illustrator Rafael López that will turn this bilingual fiesta into a hit for story time! Toon! Toon! The book includes a
letter from the author and suggestions for celebrating Children’s Day /El día de los niños.
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This book explores collaboration in the foreign language classroom through the use of new media. An essential resource
for applied linguists and practising teachers/teacher trainees in secondary/higher education, the contributions combine
theoretical, empirical and practical insights.
With staggering swiftness, the mobile phone has become a fixture of daily life in almost every society on earth. In 2007,
the world had over 3 billion mobile subscriptions. Prosperous nations boast of having more subscriptions than people. In
the developing world, hundreds of millions of people who could never afford a landline telephone now have a mobile
number of their own. With a mobile in our hand many of us feel safer, more productive, and more connected to loved
ones, but perhaps also more distracted and less involved with things happening immediately around us. Written by two
leading researchers in the field, this volume presents an overview of the mobile telephone as a social and cultural
phenomenon. Research is summarized and made accessible though detailed descriptions of ten mobile users from
around the world. These illustrate popular debates, as well as deeper social forces at work. The book concludes by
considering three themes: 1) the tighter interlacing of daily activities 2) a revolution of control in the social sphere, and 3)
the arrival of a world where the majority of its inhabitants are reachable, anytime, anywhere.
This book sheds new light on language and literature teaching, and offers examples of teaching language in virtual
environments. Providing an overview of virtual environments for teaching, it also includes chapters devoted to
methodology design for second language teaching in these environments. Further it describes tools for second/ foreign
language teaching and proposals for specific second language teaching in virtual environments. Lastly, it presents
experiments on literature teaching in virtual environments and discusses the future of technology in education. With
interdisciplinary appeal, the book is a particularly valuable resource for scholars with an interest in technology, language
teaching and literature teaching.
An emergency meeting of the Mortimer Square Garden Committee has been convened to discuss a most alarming
matter: Someone has been digging in the garden and making off with buckets of dirt. Miss Angela Chesney is sure that a
gang of boys from run-down Catford Street is to blame. But Angela’s sister, Olivia, isn’t so sure. Olivia has always
wondered why the neighborhood children—the “sparrows” she sometimes watches from the window of her house—are
kept out of the private garden. Don’t they have a right to enjoy the place, too? But neither Angela nor Olivia has any idea
what sent the neighborhood waif Lovejoy Mason and her few friends in search of good, rich earth. Still less do they
imagine where their investigation of the incident will lead them—to a struggling restaurant, a bombed-out church, and at
the heart of it all, a hidden garden.
Inspired by the life of pioneering female baseball player Alta Weiss, and dramatized by Terry Widener’s bold illustrations,
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Girl Wonder tells the unforgettable story of a true American original. Alta Weiss was born to play baseball, simple as that.
From the age of two, when she hurls a corncob at a pesky tomcat, folks in her small Ohio town know one thing for sure:
She may be a girl, but she’s got some arm. When she’s seventeen, Alta hears about a semipro team, the Independents.
Here’s her big chance! But one look at Alta’s long skirts tells Coach all he needs to know—girls can’t play baseball! But
faster than you can say “strike out,” Alta proves him wrong: Girls can play baseball!
Elementary teachers of reading have one essential goal—to prepare diverse children to be independent, strategic readers
in real life. This innovative text helps preservice and inservice teachers achieve this goal by providing knowledge and
research-based strategies for teaching phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary, all aspects of
comprehension, and writing in response to literature. Special features include sample lessons and photographs of literacyrich classrooms. Uniquely interactive, the text is complete with pencil-and-paper exercises and reproducibles that
facilitate learning, making it ideal for course use. Readers are invited to respond to reflection questions, design lessons,
and start constructing a professional teaching portfolio.
Forty-nine poetic works provide glimpses into the wonders of everyday life.
Each day of the week brings a new food, until on Sunday all the world's children can come and eat it up. Includes music and lyrics
on last page.
poetry & poets.
The second edition of the Neurological Physiotherapy Pocketbook is the only book for physiotherapists that provides essential
evidence-based information in a unique and easy-to-use format, applicable to clinical settings. Written by new international editors
and contributors, this pocketbook provides quick and easy access to essential clinical information. Pocketbook size for when out
on clinical placement or working in clinical practice Revised and brand new chapters on neurological rehabilitation and essential
components Concentrates on the six most common conditions: including stroke, traumatic brain, and spinal cord injury Key
messages highlighted for assessment, treatment, and measurement of the most common neurological conditions
Making Connections in Elementary and Middle School Social Studies, Second Edition is the best text for teaching primary school
teachers how to integrate social studies into other content areas. This book is a comprehensive, reader-friendly text that
demonstrates how personal connections can be incorporated into social studies education while meeting the National Council for
the Social Studies? thematic, pedagogical, and disciplinary standards. Praised for its "wealth of strategies that go beyond social
studies teaching," including classroom strategies, pedagogical techniques, activities and lesson plan ideas, this book examines a
variety of methods both novice and experienced teachers alike can use to integrate social studies into other content areas.
This practical, teacher-friendly book provides indispensable guidance for implementing research-based reading instruction that is
responsive to students' diverse cultural and linguistic backgrounds. Structured around the “big five” core topics of an effective
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reading program—phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension—the book explains tried-and-true
teaching strategies for fostering all students' achievement. Key topics include engaging diverse students in classroom discussion,
involving families in learning, and assessing and teaching new literacies. Numerous classroom examples demonstrate a wide
range of easy-to-implement lesson ideas and activities for students at different grade levels, including struggling learners. Issues
specific to English language learners are woven throughout the chapters.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the third International Joint Conference an Ambient Intelligence, AmI 2012, held
in Pisa, Italy, in November 2012. The 18 revised full papers and 5 short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected
from 47 (full papers) respectively 14 (short papers) submissions. From a scientific point of view, the papers make a
multidisciplinary approach covering fields like computer science, human computer interaction, electrical engineering, industrial
design, behavioral sciences, aimed at enriching physical environments with a network of distributed devices, such as sensors,
actuators, and computational resources, in order to support users in their everyday activities. From a technological perspective the
volume represents the convergence of recent achievements in ubiquitous and communication technologies, pervasive computing,
intelligent user interfaces and artificial intelligence.
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